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ABSTRACT

Large eddy simulation on unstructured grids is used
to study sheet to cloud cavitation over a wedge.
The multiphase medium is represented using a ho-
mogeneous equilibrium model that assumes thermal
equilibrium between the liquid and the vapor phase.
The governing equations are the compressible Navier
Stokes equations for the liquid/vapor mixture along
with a transport equation for the vapor mass frac-
tion. The solution method is based on the unstruc-
tured finite volume algorithm of Park and Mahesh
(2007). A characteristic-based filtering scheme is de-
veloped to handle shocks and contact discontinuities
in non-ideal gases and mixtures. A filter is applied
as a corrector step in a predictor-corrector approach
with the predictor scheme being non-dissipative and
symmetric. The method, validated for a one dimen-
sional problem and a leading edge cavitation prob-
lem over a hydrofoil is then applied to study sheet
to cloud cavitation over a wedge.

INTRODUCTION

Cavitation refers to the formation of vapor when
pressure in a liquid drops below vapor pressure. It
occurs in a wide variety of situations such as valves,
orifices and propulsor blades. The formation of va-
por is often followed by a growth of the vapor cavity
and its violent collapse under high pressure. The
physical consequences of this collapse include noise,
vibration and surface erosion. A cavitating flow con-
tains a wide range of length and time scales. Vapor
cavities of various sizes can form and collapse at dif-
ferent rates which makes their prediction very chal-
lenging.

Numerical methods to simulate multiphase flows
can be broadly classified into two categories : La-
grangian and Eulerian methods. In the Lagrangian
method (Unverdi and Tryggvason (1992); Popinet
and Zaleski (1999)), the movement of the fluid in-
terface is tracked by introducing a secondary mov-
ing grid. Although this approach best resolves

the interface, a three dimensional implementation
of this method can be complicated. The Eule-
rian method has no moving grids (Hirt and Nichols
(1981); Youngs (1982); Osher and Fedkiw (2003,
2001)) and the interface is obtained by solving for
a separate scalar function. Two different approaches
are used within the Eulerian method - the multi fluid
(Saurel and Lemetayer (2001); Coquel et al. (1997);
Saurel and Abgrall (1999)) and the single fluid mod-
els (Liu et al. (2004); Saito et al. (2007); Seo and
Lele (2009); Seo et al. (2008)). In the multi fluid
model, the governing equations are solved separately
for each fluid phase and mass, momentum and en-
ergy transfer are handled via source terms. The sin-
gle fluid model treats the mixture of different fluids
as a single compressible fluid. In order to close this
system, a constitutive equation of state is defined for
the mixture. This paper uses the single fluid model.

A turbulent cavitating flow has a broadband
spectrum which in our opinion requires non dissipa-
tive numerical schemes to represent small scales ac-
curately. However, non-dissipative schemes can be-
come unstable at high Reynolds numbers. Further-
more, cavitation is characterized by large gradients
in density and strong pressure waves formed during
vapor cloud collapse. Capturing these large disconti-
nuities can be achieved by either adding a filter or by
using upwind schemes. In this study we consider the
filtering technique, since a filter can be implemented
as a corrector step to a base predictor scheme (Ghosh
and Mahesh (2008)). The characteristic-based filter-
ing method uses a non-linear filter to provide differ-
ent amounts of dissipation to the equations, based on
the magnitude of the jump. This method was devel-
oped for ideal gases on structured grids by Yee et al.
(1999) and extended to ideal gases on unstructured
grids by Park and Mahesh (2007). In this paper, we
develop a characteristic based filtering method for
multiphase cavitating flows on unstructured grids.

Sheet to cloud cavitation causes severe dam-
age to the structure when the cloud collapses. Sev-
eral experiments have been conducted to understand
the sheet to cloud transition mechanism. Arndt
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et al. (2000) studied a NACA 0015 hydrofoil and
observed two types of behaviour based on the pa-
rameter σ

2α , where σ is the cavitation number and
α is the angle of attack. They concluded that a re-
entering jet was responsible for cavity destabiliza-
tion for σ

2α > 4, while at values less than that, a
bubbly shock dominates the mechanism. The for-
mer was called as Type I instability, whereas the
latter was Type II. Leroux et al. (2004) observed a
quasi stable partial sheet cavity for cavity lengths
less than half the chord length and sheet to cloud
cavitation for lengths greater than half the chord
length. They also agreed with the conclusions of
Arndt et al. (2000) but modified the parameter as

σ
2(α−α0)

, where α0 is zero for symmetric hydrofoils.

Callenaere et al. (2001) established the importance
of an adverse pressure gradient at the cavity clo-
sure for the formation of a re-entering jet. They
observed two types of cavity, thick and thin based
on the amount of interaction between the re-entering
jet and the cavity interface. For thick cavities, the
interaction between the re-entering jet and the cav-
ity is minimum until the re-entering jet reaches the
leading edge of the cavity, giving rise to the classi-
cal sheet to cloud transition. On the other hand,
in a thin cavity, the interaction with re-entering jet
causes the cavity to split into many small structures.
In this case, though the cavity does not auto os-
cillate, the re-entering jet is still periodic with a
Strouhal number in the range 0.2 - 0.4. Kubota
et al. (1992) also observed a cloud cavity that formed
due to shear layer instability of the cavity interface,
where the role of a re-entering jet was found to be
small. Laberteaux and Ceccio (2001) further clas-
sified the cavities as open and closed based on the
absence and presence of re-entering jet respectively.
A closed cavity has a clear interface and a re-entering
jet is often found, whereas an open cavity is typically
frothy with no clear re-entering jet. Thus several
mechanisms have been proposed for cavity destabi-
lization. This paper is organized as follows. Section
“Governing Equations” outlines the governing equa-
tions along with the source terms for evaporation of
water and condensation of vapor. Section “Numer-
ical method” discusses the predictor-corrector algo-
rithm along with the spatial and temporal discretiza-
tion schemes. The characteristic based filtering ap-
plied as a corrector step is also discussed in this sec-
tion. Validation cases and sheet to cloud cavitation
over a wedge are discussed in section “Results” and a
brief summary in section “Summary” concludes the
paper.

GOVERNING EQUATIONS

We use a homogeneous equilibrium model that as-
sumes thermal and mechanical equilibrium between
the phases i.e. there is no slip velocity or tempera-
ture difference between the phases. Surface tension
effects are ignored and the constituent phases are
treated as a single compressible fluid whose density
is given by

ρ = ρl(1 − α) + ρgα, (1)

where ρl is the density of liquid and ρg is the density
of vapor. α is the vapor volume fraction which is
related to the vapor mass fraction by

ρl(1− α) = ρ(1 − Y ) and ρgα = ρY. (2)

The governing equations are the Navier-Stokes equa-
tions along with a transport equation for the mass
fraction of vapor:

∂ρ

∂t
= − ∂

∂xk

(ρuk) ,

∂ρui

∂t
= − ∂

∂xk

(ρuiuk + pδik − σik) , (3)

∂ρes
∂t

= − ∂

∂xk

(ρesuk −Qk)− p
∂uk

∂xk

+ σik

∂ui

∂xk

∂ρY

∂t
= − ∂

∂xk

(ρY uk) + Se − Sc,

where ρ, ui, es and p are density, velocity, internal
energy and pressure respectively of the mixture.

ρes = ρlel(1− α) + ρgegα, where

el = CvlT +
Pc

ρl
and eg = CvgT (4)

ρes = ρCvmT + ρ(1− Y )
PcKl

p+ Pc

,

ET = ρes +
1

2
ρukuk.

Here, el and eg are the internal energies of liquid
and gas respectively. Cvl and Cvg are the specific
heats at constant volume for liquid and vapor re-
spectively while Cpl and Cpg are the specific heats
at constant pressure. The system is closed using a
mixture equation of state.

p = Y ρRgT + (1− Y )ρKlT
p

p+ Pc

, (5)

Here, Rg = 461.6 J/KgK, Kl = 2684.075 J/KgK and
Pc = 786.333 x 106 are constants associated with the
equation of state of vapor and liquid. Since internal
energy is a function of both pressure and tempera-
ture, we need to obtain these variables using energy
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equation and equation of state. Solving these two
equations simultaneously leads to a quadratic equa-
tion ap2 + bp+ c = 0, where

a = Cvm,

b = CvmPc + (1− Y )PcKl − (6)

[(1 − Y )Kl + Y Rg]ρes,

c = −Y RgPcρes.

Now pressure is obtained as the positive root of this
quadratic and then temperature is computed from
Eq. (5). The viscous stress σij and heat flux Qi are
given by

σij = µ

(
∂ui

∂xj

+
∂uj

∂xi

− 2

3

∂uk

∂xk

δij

)
, (7)

Qi = k
∂T

∂xi

,

where the mixture viscosity and mixture thermal
conductivity are defined as

µ = µl(1 − α)(1 + 2.5α) + µgα, (8)

k = kl(1− α) + kgα.

To perform LES, the Eqs. (3) are spatially filtered
which gives additional filtering terms: SGS stress,
SGS heat flux and SGS scalar dissipation. These
terms are modeled using a Dynamic Smagorinsky
model (DSM).

τij −
δij
3
τkk = −2CS(x, t)ρ∆

2
∣∣∣S̃
∣∣∣ S̃∗

ij ,

τkk = 2CI(x, t)ρ∆
2
∣∣∣S̃
∣∣∣
2

,

qi = −ρ
CS(x, t)∆

2
∣∣∣S̃
∣∣∣

PrT

∂T

∂xi

, (9)

ti = −ρ
CS(x, t)∆

2
∣∣∣S̃
∣∣∣

ScT

∂Y

∂xi

,

where |S| =
√
2SijSij and S∗

ij = Sij − 1/3Skkδij .
Model coefficients Cs, CI , PrT and ScT are deter-
mined by the Germano identity. For example,

CS∆
2 =

1

2

〈
L∗

ijM
∗

ij

〉
〈
M∗

ijM
∗

ij

〉 ,

L∗

ij =
̂

(
ρui · ρuj

ρ

)
− ρ̂ui · ρ̂uj

ρ̂
, (10)

M∗

ij =
̂

ρ
∣∣∣S̃
∣∣∣ S̃∗

ij − ρ̂

(
∆̂

∆

)2 ∣̂∣∣S̃
∣∣∣ ̂̃S∗

ij ,

where, 〈·〉 denotes spatial average over homogeneous
direction(s) and the caret denotes the test filtering.

Figure 1: Comparison of speed of sound in water-
vapor mixture with experiments.

Test filtering is defined by the linear interpolation
from face values of a control volume, which is again
the interpolation from two adjacent cell center values
(Park and Mahesh (2007)):

φ̂ =
1

Nface

∑

no of face

φf =
1

2Nface

∑

no of face

(φicv1+φicv2),

(11)
where Nface is the number of faces for a given control
volume.

The expression for the speed of sound in a water-
vapor mixture is obtained using the equation of state
and Gibbs equation and is given by

a2 =
C1T

C0 −
C1

Cpm

,where

C0 = 1− (1− Y )ρKlT
Pc

(p+ Pc)2
, (12)

C1 = RgY −Kl(1 − Y )
P

p+ Pc

,

Cpm = Y Cpg + (1− Y )Cpl.

The change in speed of sound with gas volume frac-
tion at a given temperature and pressure, obtained
using the above relation is compared to experimental
results (Henry et al. (1971); Semenov and Kosterin
(1964); Karplus (1957)) in Figure 1. This speed is
obtained assuming that there is no mass transfer be-
tween the phases and hence is not the equilibrium
speed of sound. Note the good agreement with ex-
periments; also the effect of vapor in changing the
acoustic characteristics of water is evident. Note
that the sound speed in the mixture ranges from
1480 m/s for pure water to 30 m/s for certain values
of vapor volume fraction.
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(a) (b)

Figure 2: (a) Schematic of the collocated finite vol-
ume method, (b) Schematic for computation of face
normal gradient for viscous terms.

In case of cavitating flows, Se and Sc are source
terms for evaporation of water and condensation of
vapor and are given by

Se = Ceα
2(1− α)2

ρl
ρg

max((pv − p), 0)√
2πRgT

, (13)

Sc = Ccα
2(1− α)2

max((pv − p), 0)√
2πRgT

,

where α is the volume fraction of vapor and pv is the
vapor pressure. Ce and Cc are empirical constants.
Saito et al. (2007) have shown that the source terms
are not very sensitive to the values of these empiri-
cal constants and arrive at an optimum value of 0.1
for both the constants. Vapor pressure is related to
temperature by

pv = pkexp((1 −
Tk

T
)(a + (b− cT)(T− d)2)), (14)

where pk = 22.130 MPa , Tk = 647.31 K , a = 7.21,
b = 1.152 x 10−5, c = -4.787 x 10−9, d = 483.16.

NUMERICAL METHOD

The numerical method adopts a predictor corrector
approach. In the predictor step, Eqs. (3) are dis-
cretized using a collocated, cell-centered finite vol-
ume method. Figure 2(a) illustrates the storage of
variables and the notation used. The solution is first
advanced using a non-dissipative predictor step. The
characteristic based filter is then applied as a correc-
tor.

Predictor step

A predicted value is first obtained by solving Eqs.
(3) using a symmetric and non-dissipative scheme.
The convective fluxes at the face are estimated us-
ing a symmetric average with a gradient term using

Taylor’s series expansion to give

φfc =
φicv1 + φicv2

2
+

1

2

(
∇φ|icv1 ·∆x

icv1 + ∇φ|icv2 ·∆x
icv2
)
, (15)

where ∆x
icv1 = xfc −xicv1, and ∇φ|icv1denotes the

gradient defined at icv1. The gradient is estimated
using a modified least-square method (Park and Ma-
hesh (2007)),

The viscous term is split into two parts,
σij = σ1

ij + σ2
ij , where σ1

ij = µ
Re

∂ui

∂xj
and σ2

ij =

µ
Re

(
∂uj

∂xi
− 2

3
∂uk

∂xk
δij

)
. σ2

ij can be interpreted as a

‘compressible’ contribution, since it vanishes in the
incompressible limit. The ‘incompressible’ compo-
nent σ1

ij is computed by

1

Vcv

∑

faces

( µ

Re

)
f

∂ui

∂n

∣∣∣∣
f

Af . (16)

Here, the normal gradient at the face is computed
by

∂φ

∂n
=

φifn2 − φifn1

df
, (17)

where ifn1 (ifn2) is the projection of icv1 (icv2)
onto the extension of normal vector n and df is the
distance between ifn1 and ifn2 as illustrated in Fig-
ure 2(b). φifn1 is given by

φifn1 = φicv1 + ∇φ|icv1 · (xifn1 − xicv1), (18)

where the conventional least-square method is used
to determine the gradient ∇φ at icv1. Viscosity at
the cell face is given by Eq. (15) and a least square
reconstruction. Thus, the incompressible part cor-
responds to compact-stencil method. σ2

ij,f is con-

structed by the interpolation of σ2
ij

∣∣
icv1

and σ2
ij

∣∣
icv2

using Eq. (15).

Discrete positivity of viscous dissipation

The viscous term in the energy equation corresponds
to the viscous dissipation term and by the second law
of thermodynamics, should always remain positive.
This term is therefore re-written to discretely ensure
positivity.

σik

∂ui

∂xk

=
4

3
[(
∂u

∂x
)
2

+(
∂v

∂y
)
2

+(
∂w

∂z
)
2

]+(
∂u

∂y
+

∂v

∂x
)
2

+ (
∂u

∂z
+

∂w

∂x
)
2

+ (
∂v

∂z
+

∂w

∂y
)
2

. (19)
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This sum of squares is strictly positive and hence
viscous dissipation remains discretely positive at all
times. This operation is also cheaper than forming
the tensors and computing their scalar product.

Time advancement

A second-order explicit Adams-Bashforth scheme is
used.

qn+1
j = qnj +

∆t

2

[
3rhsj(q

n)− rhsj(q
n−1)

]
, (20)

where rhsj denotes jth component of the right hand
side of the governing equation, and the superscript
n denotes the nth time step.

Corrector step : Characteristic-based Filter

The predictor step described in the previous section
is non-dissipative and hence cannot capture discon-
tinuities (both shocks and material discontinuities).
An external discontinuity capturing mechanism is
therefore provided. Yee et al. (1999) developed a
characteristic based filtering method for ideal gases
on structured grids which was extended to ideal
gases on unstructured grids by Park and Mahesh
(2007). In this paper a characteristic based filtering
method is developed for mixtures of fluids and non
ideal gases on unstructured grids. Note that any
time integration scheme can be used in the predic-
tor step and it will not affect the implementation of
the corrector step. Once a physical time step ∆t is
advanced to get the solution q̂n+1 from qn, the final
solution qn+1 at t+∆t is obtained from a corrector
scheme

qn+1
cv = q̂n+1

cv − ∆t

Vcv

∑

faces

(F ∗

f .nf )Af , (21)

where F ∗

f is the filter numerical flux of the following
form

F ∗

fc =
1

2
RfcΦ

∗

fc. (22)

Here Rfc is the right eigenvector vector at the face
computed using Roe-average of the variables from
left and right control volumes. The expression for
the lth component of Φ∗, φ∗l is given by

φ∗l
fc = kθlfcφ

l
fc, (23)

where k is an adjustable parameter and θfc is the
Harten’s switch function given by

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: (a) Comparison of temporal decay of Ki-
netic energy obtained using original Harten’s switch
and modified singlephase switch with results ob-
tained using no shock capturing, (b) Radial en-
ergy spectrum at t/te = 4.0 obtained using origi-
nal Harten’s switch and modified singlephase switch
compared with results obtained using no shock cap-
turing.

θfc =

√
0.5(θ̂2icv1 + θ̂2icv2),

θ̂icv1 =
|βfc| − |βf1|
|βfc|+ |βf1|

, (24)

θ̂icv2 =
|βf2| − |βfc|
|βf2|+ |βfc|

.

Here, βf = R−1
f (qicv2 − qicv1) is the difference be-

tween characteristic variables across the face. f1
and f2 in a structured grid are the face neighbors
in the corresponding direction (i.e. in the direction
of the face normal). This definition is not possible
in an unstructured grid, hence the concept of most
parallel faces was introduced in Park and Mahesh
(2007). Figure 2(a) illustrates this concept. For φℓ,
the Harten-Yee TVD form is used as suggested by
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4: (a) and (b) Streamwise velocity contours
for modified single phase and multiphase switch
respectively, (c) Variation of modified singlephase
switch and v-velocity along the θ = 0 line, (d) Vari-
ation of modified multiphase switch and v-velocity
along the θ = 0 line.

Yee et al. (1999).

φℓ
fc

=
1

2
Ψ
(
aℓfc
) (

gℓicv1 + gℓicv2
)
−Ψ

(
aℓfc + γℓ

fc

)
βℓ
fc
,

γℓ
fc

=
1

2

Ψ
(
aℓfc

) (
gℓicv2 − gℓicv1

)
βℓ
fc

(
βℓ
fc

)2
+ ǫ

, (25)

where ǫ = 10−7 and Ψ(z) =
√
δ + z2 (δ = 1/16)

is introduced for the entropy fixing. aℓfc is the el-
ement of the jacobian matrix. For a structured
grid, the value of the limiter function gicv can be
defined at the cell centers using the value of α at
faces. Defining this in an unstructured grid will re-
quire interpolation. To avoid this, we define g at
the faces. This is more natural because Eqs. (25)
require only symmetric average 1

2 (gicv1 + gicv2) and
difference 1

2 (gicv2 − gicv1) of g between the neigh-
boring control volumes. Thus the expression of g is
given by

g+ℓ
fc

≡ 1

2

{
minmod

(
βℓ
f1
, βℓ

fc

)
+minmod

(
βℓ
fc
, βℓ

f2

)}
,

g−ℓ
fc

≡ 1

2

{
minmod

(
βℓ
f2
, βℓ

fc

)
−minmod

(
βℓ
f1
, βℓ

fc

)}
.

(26)

The expressions for φℓ
fc

and γℓ
fc

can now be writ-

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5: Comparison of present numerical re-
sults and numerical results of Saurel and Lemetayer
(2001) for (a) density, (b) velocity, (c) pressure and
(d) volume fraction of vapor. ( ) : Present, (—) :
Saurel and Lemetayer (2001).

ten as

φℓ
fc

= Ψ
(
aℓfc
)
g+ℓ
fc

−Ψ
(
aℓfc + γℓ

fc

)
βℓ
fc
,

γℓ
fc

=
Ψ
(
aℓfc

)
g−ℓ
fc

βℓ
fc

(
βℓ
fc

)2
+ ǫ

, (27)

This approach avoids any interpolation between
cell center and faces and hence, on Cartesian grids
will be equivalent to the expression proposed for
structured grids by Yee et al. (1999). In order to
determine the eigenvectors of the system, the flux
Jacobian matrix needs to be expressed. First the ex-
pression for pressure needs to be expressed in terms
of solution variables qj = (ρ, ρui, ρET , ρY ). Note
that total energy is used here even though internal
energy is solved in the predictor step, since jump
conditions need to be obtained for conservative vari-
ables. Eq. (7), when expressed in terms of the solu-
tion variables q becomes

a = Cvl(q1 − q6) + Cvgq6,

b = CplPc(q1 − q6) + CvgPcq6 − (28)

[(q1 − q6)Kl + q6Rg][q5 − 0.5
q2

2 + q3
2 + q4

2

q1
],

c = −q6RgPc[q5 − 0.5
q2

2 + q3
2 + q4

2

q1
].
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Figure 6: Comparison of Cp distribution with exper-
iment.

∂p

∂qj
is then obtained as

∂p

∂qj
= −

[p2
∂a

∂qj
+ p

∂b

∂qj
+

∂c

∂qj
]

2ap+ b
. (29)

Once the flux Jacobian matrix is obtained, the eigen-
vector vector matrix Rij and its inverse R−1

ij can be
evaluated.

Modification of Harten’s switch

Park and Mahesh (2007) showed that for a single
phase flow, the original Harten’s switch θfc pro-
posed by Yee et al. (1999) is excessively dissipa-
tive. They make use of a temporally decaying
isotropic turbulence problem to show that the orig-
inal Harten’s switch affects resolved turbulence and
propose a modified switch based on divergence and
vorticity. In order to evaluate the performance of
this switch and the original Harten’s switch in mul-
tiphase flows, we perform LES of decaying isotropic
turbulence in a mixture of water and vapor. The
simulation is performed on a coarse grid of 323 vol-
umes with an initial Taylor micro scale Reynolds
number Reλ = urmsλ/ν = 68.7. The initial spec-
trum is given by

E(k) = 16

√
2

π

u2
0

k0

(
k

k0

)4

exp
(
−2k2/k20

)
, (30)

and the initial fluctuation Mach number is 0.001.
The pressure fluctuations are such that the flow does
not cavitate. Even in the absence of any discontinu-
ities, the Harten’s switch is found to be dissipative

Figure 7: Mean void fraction contour for σ = 1.0.

thereby affecting the resolved turbulence as shown
in Figure 3. Hence the Harten’s switch θfc is modi-
fied using a sensor based on Ducros switch (Ducros
et al. (1999)) to prevent excessive dissipation.

θfc = θfcθ
⋆
fc
,

θ⋆fc =
1

2
(θ⋆icv1 + θ⋆icv2) , (31)

θ⋆icv1 =
(∇ · u)2icv1

(∇ · u)2icv1 +Ω2
icv1 + ǫ

.

Here Ω is the vorticity magnitude and ǫ = 10−7

is a small positive value. The modified switch,
henceforth called as modified single phase switch,
limits dissipation away from discontinuities. This
is clearly seen in Figure 3 which shows kinetic en-
ergy (q) decay and the radial energy spectrum. te is
the eddy turnover time. However, even this switch
causes problems in a cavitating flow. Consider an
inviscid cavitating vortex on a square domain of di-
mensions 100R x 100R. The initial velocity field is

u = −C(y − yc)

R2
exp(−r2/2) and

v =
C(x − xc)

R2
exp(−r2/2). (32)

Here r2 = ((x − xc)
2 + (y − yc)

2)/R2 and R = 1,
C = 5.0, xc = yc = 50R. Constant density, pres-
sure and temperature are specified initially. As the
solution evolves, pressure in the center of the vortex
drops below vapor pressure and the flow cavitates.
As the vortex cavitates, the value of the modified sin-
glephase switch becomes very small because of the
large vorticity there. Hence numerical oscillations
are encountered as shown Figure 4(a). Figure 4(c)
shows the variation of v-velocity and the modified
singlephase switch along the θ = 0 line. Note the
oscillation in v-velocity and the very small value of
the switch at the corresponding location. This oscil-
lation increases with time and causes the solution to
become unstable. As a remedy, an additional term
is added to the modified single phase switch.
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Figure 8: Geometry and computational domain for
wedge.

θ⋆fc =
1

2
(θ⋆icv1 + θ⋆icv2) + |(αicv2 − αicv1)| (33)

This additional term prevents the switch from reach-
ing very small values inside the cavitating vortex.
Note that the additional term automatically goes
to zero in single phase regions and hence termed as
modified multiphase switch. Its effect is clearly seen
in Figure 4(b) in terms of an oscillation-free solution.
Figure 4(d) shows that the proposed modification
prevents the switch from reaching very small values
inside the vortex. When applied to the turbulent
problem discussed above, it yields identical results
to the form proposed by Park and Mahesh (2007).

RESULTS

We evaluate the proposed algorithm for two types
of cavitating flows. In subsection “Validation” a
one dimensional cavitating problem and a turbulent
cavitating flow over a hydrofoil are discussed. Fi-
nally, the algorithm is applied to perform LES over
a wedge in Section “LES of sheet cloud cavitation
over a wedge”.

Validation

The first test problem is a one dimensional tube con-
sisting of water initially at atmospheric pressure and
two streams moving away from the center at 100
m/s. This problem has been previously investigated
by many authors (Saurel and Lemetayer (2001); Liu
et al. (2004); Barberon and Helluy (2005)). We
compare our results with the results obtained us-
ing a multi fluid approach by Saurel and Lemetayer
(2001). The expansion at the center causes a va-
por bubble to be produced as soon as the pressure
reaches vapor pressure. Thus two interfaces are cre-
ated dynamically due to the rarefaction waves. The
mixture density, pressure, velocity and vapor volume
fraction at the end of 1860µs are compared with nu-
merical results from Saurel and Lemetayer (2001)
and the results agree very well with each other.

Table 1: Flow parameters in experiment and simu-
lation

Experiment Simulation

Station 1: σ 1.9 2.4
Station 2: Pressure 52 KPa 70 KPa

Next, we consider a turbulent cavitating flow
over a hydrofoil. The hydrofoil section used is NACA
66(mod) with a camber ratio of 0.02 and a thick-
ness ratio of 0.09. The Reynolds number based on
chord length is 2 ×106, the angle of attack is 4 de-
grees and the cavitation number σ = p∞−pv

0.5ρ∞u2
∞

is 1.0.

At this cavitation number a leading edge cavitaty is
observed. Others (Leroux et al. (2004); Laberteaux
and Ceccio (2001)) also refer to this as partial sheet
cavity and open cavity. Shen and Dimotakis (1989)
conducted experiments on this hydrofoil and our nu-
merical results are compared against their experi-
mental results. We use a Spallart Allmaras turbu-
lence model for this case. Figure 6 shows the time
averaged pressure coefficient distribution along the
chord for both the suction and pressure side. The
results agree well with the experimental results. Ex-
periments observed that the partial cavity closure
oscillated about its mean position and our numer-
ical results also showed such oscillations. Figure 7
shows the mean void fraction contour showing the
presence of a sheet cavity near the leading edge.
This result also agree with the conclusions of Ler-
oux et al. (2004), that a quasi-stable partial sheet
cavity is formed for cavity lengths less than half the
chord length.

LES of sheet to cloud cavitation over a wedge

For sheet to cloud cavitation, a wedge geometry is
considered. Experiments are being conducted on
this geometry at the University of Michigan and the
results presented here are a part of the numerical
investigation being carried out to match the exper-
imental results. The experimental setup has a con-
traction leading to a test section of square cross
section (1 inch). For the sake of simplicity, the
contraction is avoided in the simulation and is re-
placed by a constant area section as shown in Fig-
ure 8. Further, the domain is extended in both up-
stream and downstream directions. The simulation
attempts to match the cavitation number at sta-
tion 1 and pressure at station 2 marked in Figure
8. The Reynolds number based on the maximum
wedge height (1 inch) and a bulk velocity of 7.9 m/s
is approximately 0.2 ×106. Table 1 lists the rele-
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Figure 9: Time series of evolution of cavity and destabilization leading to a cloud.
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Figure 10: Variation of non-dimensional cavity
length with time in one cycle.

vant values at both the stations in experiment and
simulation. Sponge boundary conditions are imple-
mented both upstream and downstream of the wedge
to minimize reflections from the boundaries. No slip
boundary condition is imposed on top and bottom
wall. A periodic boundary condition is enforced in
the spanwise boundaries for the current simulation
as opposed to side walls.

Figure 9 shows the series of events in time. The
figures on the left are the isocontours of void fraction
showing the three dimensional nature of the phe-
nomenon. The figures on the right are the corre-
sponding span averaged void fraction contours. A
fully formed cavity first develops up to a length x/h
= 2.6, where h is the height of the wedge. The cav-
ity then pinches off, then rolls up into a cloud which
then sheds off from the main cavity. At the instant
of the cavity detachment, the length of the attached
cavity is very small and a new attached sheet cavity
starts forming from the wedge apex. The detached
cloud meanwhile collapses giving rise to large scale
pressure fluctuations. Small secondary cloud shed-
ding can be observed from the three dimensional iso-
contours and this occurs just before the main cloud
sheds.

The Strouhal number corresponding to this in-
stability St = flmax

Uinf
is about 0.3, which lies within

the acceptable range of 0.2 - 0.4. Here, lmax is the
maximum mean length of the cavity and Uinf is
the free stream velocity just before the apex of the
wedge. The cavity length obtained at various time
instants is compared with experimental data of Cal-
lenaere et al. (2001) in Figure 10. Here, the length
of the cavity (l) plotted along the abscissa is nor-
malized using the maximum cavity length (lmax/h =
2.6) and the time (t) is normalized using the time pe-

Figure 11: Visualization of re-entering jet at differ-
ent time instants during sheet to cloud transition.

riod of the entire cycle( T ), which is about 17ms for
this case. The sheet cavity grows up to its maximum
length until about 0.8T. Then it oscillates around
the maximum length from 0.8T-0.9T. During this
time a small secondary cloud is shed, which is not
normally captured in time averaged simulations (Seo
and Lele (2009)). Leroux et al. (2004) have observed
these secondary cloud shedding in a hydrofoil ge-
ometry. Then an abrupt change in cavity length is
observed when the cloud pinches off from the main
cavity at l/lmax = 0.2.

For visualizing the re-entering jet, span aver-
aged values are considered. Although some span
wise variation in re-entering jet is present, this
method will give us details about the mean behav-
ior. Streamlines plotted at 0.85T , 0.90 T and 0.98T
are shown in Figure 11 and it shows the presence of
a re-entering jet where a stream of liquid from the
cavity closure enters into the cavity. This interaction
also causes a small secondary cloud to shed. The re-
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Figure 12: Comparison of average volume fraction
with experimental values at different streamwise lo-
cations. Experimental data provided by Prof. Cec-
cio (private communication).

entrant jet then penetrates towards the apex of the
wedge and the cavity pinches off close to the apex
of the wedge. The mean volume fraction values at
various streamwise locations are compared with X-
ray measurements from the experiment. Very good
agreement is observed for x/h = 0.5 and x/h = 1.0,
while some differences appear for the downstream
locations. This is because of the fact that the size of
the mean vapor cavity in the simulation is smaller
than that in the experiment. This is consistent with
flow conditions of the simulation where both the up-
stream cavitation number and the downstream pres-
sure are higher than that of the experimental val-
ues. Simulations are currently underway to better
match the conditions with the experiment and it is
expected that the comparison in the downstream lo-
cations will get better.

Figure 13 shows instantaneous isocontours of Q-
criterion(Q = 5), colored with streamwise velocity.
Note the three dimensionality of the flow and the
range of scales. The structures appear more coher-
ent close to the apex, due to the low Reynolds num-
ber nature of the flow there. Hairpin shaped struc-

tures that were observed in the experiments can be
observed in the numerical simulations too. Detailed
statistics of intensities near the cavity will shed light
on the effect of turbulence on the sheet to cloud
mechanism. The extraction of this data is currently
underway.

SUMMARY

A numerical method using characteristic-based fil-
tering developed to simulate multiphase and cavitat-
ing flows is used to perform Large Eddy Simulation
of cavitation. A homogeneous equilibrium model
is used to model the multiphase mixture as a sin-
gle compressible fluid. A characteristic-based filter
developed for multiphase flows is applied in a pre-
dictor corrector method to make it independent of
the base scheme. A sensor based on vorticity, diver-
gence and volume fraction is used to prevent exces-
sive dissipation away from the discontinuities. The
method is validated using a one dimensional cavi-
tating tube and a partial cavitation over a NACA
hydrofoil. Reasonable agreement is obtained with
the available experimental data. The method is used
to perform LES of sheet to cloud cavitation over a
wedge geometry. A re-entering jet of liquid is found
to be responsible for the sheet to cloud transition.
The length of the partial sheet cavity at various time
instants agrees very well with the available experi-
mental results. Three dimensional hairpin shaped
structures observed in experiments are also seen in
the present numerical simulations. Detailed investi-
gation of the effect of turbulence on sheet to cloud
mechanism is currently being performed.
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